Proof. Expressing points of E 3 in terms of cylindrical coordinates (θ, r, z) , let T be the "unknotted" torus (r -2) 2 + z 2 = 1. Let K p>q denote the torus knot of type p, q, where p and q are relatively prime nonnegative integers and K p , q is a curve on the surface T that cuts a merdian in p points and a longitude in q points. More precisely, K p>q is defined by the equations r -2 + cos (qθjp) and z -sin (qθ/p).
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A presentation for π x (E z -K p>q ) is P p>q = {x, y \ x p = y 9 } [3] . Suppose q is an odd integer >1, p is a prime >g, and G p , g denotes a group having presentation P^. Then G p>q has a nontrivial representation in the symmetric group S p by sending x -> (1, 2, 3, « ,p) and y -> (1, 2, 3, , q) . Let S p denote the subgroup of S p generated by (1, 2, 3, , p) and (1, 2, 3, , q) . Then we have a surjection Since (1,2,3, ...,β)(l, 2, 3, ...,?,...,p) = (1,3, ..., g -2, g,2 f 4, ...,9-l,g + 1, ? + 2, -..,p) and (1,2,3, ...,g, ...,p)(l,2,3, --,g) = (1,3, -.,? -2,g,g + l,g + 2, ...,p,2,4, ...,g -3,g -1) , S, is not commutative and hence
Let {(p n ,q n )} (w = l,2,3, " )bea sequence of pairs of positive odd integers, where Proof. We could easily obtain the desired result if we omit the local flatness from the conclusion by taking repeated suspensions of the sequence {J n } of Theorem 1. This follows since the fundamental group of the complement of a (k -2)-sphere S k~2 in E k is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the complement of the suspension of The proof will be by induction on k. For k = 3 the result follows by taking the sequence of polyhedral locally flat 1-spheres {S^} to be the {J n } of Theorem 1. Suppose inductively for each fc, 3 ^ k ^ m, there exist countably many polyhedral locally flat (k -2)-spheres {Si~2} (n = 1, 2, 3, •) in E k having the desired properties. We now consider the collection {SZ~2} of polyhedral locally flat (m -2)-spheres in E m .
Let S e {S?~2} be an arbitrary (m -2)-sphere from our given collection. Since S is polyhedral we can assume that
so that we have
and so the S Π E m~ι is a (m -2)-simplex 4 eS y where Then the set K = {α t (r) 6 J57 m+1 1 r e D and ί 6 [0, 2π]} is clearly an (m -l)-sphere in JE7 W+1 . By the proof given in [2] , if follows that
Hence using the sequence {S^" 2 } and constructing a K n as above for each S nj we obtain countably many locally flat (m -l)-spheres in E m+1 having all the desired properties except that of being polyhedral. Now for each S e {S?~2} we have a continuous family of functions {a t : E?-+ E m+1 \te [O, 2π] } and a locally flat (m -l)-sphere Kcontain- consisting of the union of the four seg- 
l/ 2/2 sin U -5τr 3τr < t < 2ττ . We note each P iy lies below ^ (i = 1, 2) and P n = J5* = P 21 . Let -A)) .
Since ί* is onto, j* must be onto. But
It follows then that there would be a surjection φ of G 1 onto G 2 , which by assumption is impossible and hence the result follows.
Given any fixed integer k ^ 3, let {S n } (n = 1, 2, 3, •) be the countable collection of polyhedral locally flat (k -2)-sheres in E k given by Theorem 2. For any subsequence a -(n u n 2 ,n 3 ,
•••) of positive integers we will define an almost polyhedral wild (k -l)-cell in E k+1 using the construction given in [4] . That is, in E k let {JBJ be a sequence of disjoint A -balls converging to a point q. For each i -1,2,3, •••, we suppose that S n . is embedded in intA by "shrinking" and translating each S n . in an appropriate manner. In E k+1 , let {p { } be the sequence of distinct points converging to q where p t lies above the "center" of B t and is a distance 1/i from E k . If Pi*S n . is the cone over S n . with vertex p if then the polyhedral (k -l)-cells {Pi*S n .} are disjoint in pairs and each Pi*S n . is locally flat except for p im The fact that Pi*S n . is locally flat at points other than p { follows since S n . is locally flat in E k . The fact that Pi*S n . is not locally flat at Pi follows in a manner similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3. That is, there are arbitrarily small neighborhoods N about Pi in E k+1 such that π^N -(Pi*S n .)) = G n .. If Pi*S n . were locally flat at Pi then there would be arbitrarily small neighborhoods M about Pi such that π x (M -(Pi*S n .)) = Z. Hence we would be able to obtain a surjection of Z onto G n ., which would allow us to obtain a surjection of Z onto S n . which is noncommutative.
Now in E k
join p^S ni and p 2 *S nz by a polyhedral (k -l)-cell D x so that Pι*S ni U A U P 2 *S %2 is a polyhedral (A -l)-cell disjoint from (Uΐ=3Pi*S ni ) U # that is locally flat except at p t and p 2 . Next we join p 2 *S n2 and p 3 *S ns by a polyhedral (A -l)-cell A in -E^ so that Pι*S ni U A U P2*S n2 U A U Pz*S n3 is a polyhedral (A -l)-cell disjoint from (\jT=*Pi*S ni ) U g that is locally flat except at p lf p 2 and p z . This process is continued so that as i -* oo the diameter of A tends to zero and the desired (k -l)-cell D a is (UΓ=iPi*>S %ί U A) U q* As a subset of E k+1 , D a is almost polyhedral except perhaps at q. Also D a is locally flat except at the points q and p t (i -1, 2, 3, •) . By [4] , A is wild. That is, if there is a homeomorphism h of JE*^1 onto itself such that h(D a ) is the union of a finite number of (k -l)-simplexes, then some point of {h(p β )} lies in the interior of a (k -l)-cell formed by the union of two (k -l)-simplexes of h (D a Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be in typed form or offset-reproduced, double spaced with large margins. Underline Greek letters in red, German in green, and script in blue. The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts, in duplicate if possible, may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024.
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